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The Structure

• 1 week (5 days)

• 9:30am-12pm, break for lunch, 1pm-3:30pm
• Topics: Limits, Continuity, Sequences, Series, Compactness,
Linear Algebra, General Proof Techniques

• Morning Sessions: Investigate fundamental concept via primary
historical source readings and related exercises

• Afternoon Sessions: Work through more challenging (modern)
problems in groups

• Class was free, optional, had no official credit. 18 of 23 incoming
students attended
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Transforming Instruction in
Undergraduate Mathematics via
Primary Historical Sources
(TRIUMPHS)



TRIUMPHS Primary Resource Projects

• Guided readings through primary historical sources with
accompanying exercises and discussion topics

• Learn about the development of the definition of continuity
from Bolzano, the definition of the limit from d’Alembert, and
Cauchy’s convergence criterion from Cauchy himself

• Intended for undergraduate study
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Why use TRIUMPHS in the boot camp?

• Level the playing field between students with different
backgrounds

• Reinforces fundamental concepts in a way that keeps the
interest of even exceptionally well-prepared students

• Great icebreaker for group work
• Immediately and naturally set norms for active learning
• The mini-PSPs are incredibly high-quality
• I wanted to read the historical sources myself!
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Homework



Homework (Example)

Essential that this is done BEFORE class as preparation. Class is built
on this work. No post-class assignments.
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Classwork



Morning Classwork

General framework: Have class reread small section from primary
source. Get into small groups to discuss some chosen related
exercises. After a few minutes choose students to write solution on
the board (if appropriate). Finish discussion as a class. Continue this
process until we worked through the project.

• Some of the exercises students had prepared ahead of time and
some they hadn’t seen yet

• Students moved through material quickly
• Supplemental exercises: “Mimic d’Alembert’s proof of the
uniqueness of limits and generalize it to metric spaces”
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Afternoon Classwork

General framework: Pose a question. Let students discuss in small
groups. Choose student to write solution(s) on board if appropriate.
Discuss as a class. Repeat.

• “Calculate the following limits...”
• “Prove the following theorem...”
• “How might we try to extend the definition of a limit to make
sense of the limit of a sequence of functions?”

• “Why are these two definitions of lim sup equivalent?”
• End with a qualifying exam problem
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Reflections



My own transformation

• Students engaged more when their peers presented

• Subtle errors generated lots of student debate
• Multiple solutions presented
• I could relax in my preparation and it made for better
discussions

• My time was spent discussing strategies and placing debates in
broader context

• Lecturing is a waste of my expertise
• It was lots of fun!
• I hope to NEVER LECTURE AGAIN
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Further reflections

• Students found the TRIUMPHS projects to be fun and easy

• I would change little to nothing about the morning sessions
• Students were exhausted by the end of the day... could have
used more breaks

• A few extremely advanced students sometimes hurt group
dynamic

• In the future I may select MA-holding students to work in their
own group and do qualifying exam problems

• Bootcamp resulted in strong cohort bonding.
• In reviews every single student recommended that future
students take the bootcamp
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Thank you!



Boot Camp Website

For more information about how I ran the boot camp (including
detailed descriptions of daily readings and assignments) please visit

https://sarahhagen.weebly.com/boot-camp.html

https://sarahhagen.weebly.com/boot-camp.html
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